



























































































































































































Pomona Hall 55.7% 34
Sontag Hall 44.3% 27
 answered question 61
 skipped question 0








Sophomore  0.0% 0
 answered question 61
 skipped question 0
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Gibson  0.0% 0
Transfer Student 1.6% 1
Other (please specify)  0.0% 0
 answered question 61


















Clark 1  0.0% 0
Clark 3/Norton Clark  0.0% 0
Clark 5  0.0% 0
Lawry  0.0% 0
Off Campus 3.3% 2
Transfer Student  0.0% 0
Other (please specify) 
 
3.3% 2
 answered question 61












Lyon  0.0% 0
Wig 1.7% 1




Clark 1 15.3% 9
Clark 3/Norton Clark 15.3% 9
Clark 5 1.7% 1
Lawry 3.4% 2
Off Campus 1.7% 1
Transfer Student  0.0% 0
Other (please specify) 
 
6.8% 4
 answered question 59
 skipped question 2
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Not sure 14.8% 9
 answered question 61
 skipped question 0
7. If yes, what do you typically use this outlet for and why? ex: convenience of location 
(because it isn't stuck behind my desk), items used most frequently, whatever I happened 





 answered question 49
 skipped question 12
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Almost always 24.6% 15
Anytime I'm in my room 6.6% 4
Most of the time I'm in my room 3.3% 2






 answered question 61
 skipped question 0






 answered question 55
 skipped question 6
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Almost always 4.9% 3
Usually 4.9% 3
Sometimes 9.8% 6







 answered question 61
 skipped question 0







I use more electricity than I did 
before
 0.0% 0
I use about the same amount as 
before
73.8% 45






 answered question 61
 skipped question 0
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 answered question 61
 skipped question 0










Other (please specify) 
 
1.6% 1
 answered question 61
 skipped question 0
  61 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 answered question 61
 skipped question 0






You have a separate lamp or other 
light source
36.4% 20
The natural daylight is sufficient 90.9% 50
Your prefer other light sources 20.0% 11
Other (please specify) 
 
9.1% 5
 answered question 55
 skipped question 6
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I use more artificial lighting (i.e. all 
of the lights)
13.1% 8
I use about the same amount 47.5% 29




 answered question 61
 skipped question 0
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My AC is always on 16.4% 10
On when it seems to be warmer 
outside than inside
16.4% 10
On when it seems to be much 
warmer outside than inside
24.6% 15
On during the day but off at night 3.3% 2
Only off when it seems to be cool 
for an extended period of time 
(more than 24 hours of cooler 
temperatures outside than inside)
3.3% 2
Never or rarely on 23.0% 14
Other (please specify) 
 
13.1% 8
 answered question 61
 skipped question 0
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Open windows 50.8% 31
Close blinds 36.1% 22
Turn on fan 86.9% 53




 answered question 61
 skipped question 0






My fan is always on when my AC 
is on
42.6% 26
My fan is often on when my AC is 
on
31.1% 19
I rarely use them at the same time 19.7% 12




 answered question 61
 skipped question 0
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The AC in our common room is 
almost always on
23.0% 14
On when it seems to be warmer 
outside than inside
19.7% 12
On when it seems to be much 
warmer outside than inside
11.5% 7
On during the day but off at night 1.6% 1
Only off when it seems to be cool 
for an extended period of time 
(more than 24 hours of cooler 
temperatures outside than inside)
 0.0% 0
Never or rarely on 23.0% 14
I don't pay attention - someone 
else controls that
18.0% 11
Other (please specify) 
 
3.3% 2
 answered question 61
 skipped question 0
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21. If you have had AC in a Pomona dorm room in the past, how would you say your use this 






I use it more this year 4.9% 3
I use it about the same amount 29.5% 18
I use it less this year 42.6% 26




 answered question 61
 skipped question 0
22. If your usage has changed, why do you think this is? (Addition of a fan, improved 





 answered question 26
 skipped question 35
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 answered question 61
 skipped question 0








Vaguely remember the basic idea 59.0% 36






 answered question 61
 skipped question 0
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25. If you read it AND remember what it says, have you taken the information into 







Maybe a little 41.0% 25
No 14.8% 9






 answered question 61
 skipped question 0







Maybe skimmed them a little 36.1% 22
No 9.8% 6
Comments 0
 answered question 61
 skipped question 0
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25. If you read it AND remember what it says, have you taken the information into 







Maybe a little 41.0% 25
No 14.8% 9






 answered question 61
 skipped question 0







Maybe skimmed them a little 36.1% 22
No 9.8% 6
Comments 0
 answered question 61
 skipped question 0
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Vaguely remember the basic idea 60.7% 37




 answered question 61
 skipped question 0
28. If you read them AND remember what they say, have you taken the information into 







Maybe a little 50.8% 31
No 11.5% 7




 answered question 61











Skimmed it while I was waiting for 




 answered question 61
 skipped question 0








Vaguely remember the basic idea 31.1% 19






 answered question 61
 skipped question 0
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31. If you read them AND remember what they say, have you taken the information into 







Maybe a little 23.0% 14
No 6.6% 4






 answered question 61
 skipped question 0






Use cold water for washing clothes 67.2% 41
Do only full loads 93.4% 57
Use a drying rack instead of the 
dryers
11.5% 7
Use less detergent 36.1% 22
Clean the lint screen on the dryer 
before use
83.6% 51




 answered question 61
 skipped question 0
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Use cold water to wash clothes 73.8% 45
Do only full loads 90.2% 55
Use a drying rack instead of the 
dryers
13.1% 8
Use less detergent 44.3% 27
Clean the lint screen on the dryer 
before use
83.6% 51




 answered question 61
 skipped question 0






Information on signs within the 
laundry room
6.6% 4
Information received from another 
source
1.6% 1
Options available with the new dorm 
washers and dryers
13.1% 8
My habits have not changed 77.0% 47
Other (please specify) 
 
3.3% 2
 answered question 61
 skipped question 0
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Not sure  0.0% 0
 answered question 61
 skipped question 0










Never/I don't trust it 6.6% 4




 answered question 61
 skipped question 0
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Multiple times a week 19.7% 12
Once a week or so 27.9% 17
A couple times a month 21.3% 13
Once or twice this semester 27.9% 17
Never 3.3% 2
Comments 0
 answered question 61
 skipped question 0









Social reasons 52.5% 32
I don't use them 1.6% 1
Other (please specify) 
 
3.3% 2
 answered question 61
 skipped question 0
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Multiple times a week  0.0% 0
Once a week or so 13.1% 8
A couple times a month 9.8% 6





 answered question 61
 skipped question 0







Use of the projector 18.0% 11
Cooking 19.7% 12
Social reasons 26.2% 16
I don't use it 42.6% 26
Other (please specify) 
 
1.6% 1
 answered question 61




41. How often did you use common spaces (study rooms, kitchens, living rooms, etc) in 






Multiple times a week 9.8% 6
Once a week or so 16.4% 10
A couple times a month 29.5% 18
Once or twice a semester 29.5% 18
Never 14.8% 9
Comments 0
 answered question 61
 skipped question 0
42. Please rate the following on a scale of one to ten, with 1 being not at all and 10 being extremely 
 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
Response
In general, how happy would you 





















In your opinion, how "green" would 





















In your opinion, how "green" would 
you say Pomona dorms you've 
























42. Please rate the following on a scale of one to ten, with 1 being not at all and 10 being extremely 
 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
Response 
Count
In general, how happy would you 
say you are with the new dorms?








In your opinion, how "green" would 
you say the new dorms are?










In your opinion, how "green" would 
you say Pomona dorms you've 
lived in in past ye rs were?







9.8% (6) 4.9% (3) 1.6% (1) 0.0% (0) 61
 answered question 61
 skipped question 0
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43. Please rate the following on a scale from one to ten, with 1 being no effort, and 10 being as much effort as possible
 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
Response 
Count
How would you rate your overall 
effort to make sustainable 
decisions while living in the new 
dorms?















How would you rate your overall 
effort to make sustainable 
decisions in your dorms in past 
years?









4.9% (3) 4.9% (3) 1.6% (1) 61
 answered question 61
 skipped question 0
44. Please rate the following on a scale of one to ten, with 1 being not at all and 10 being very
 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
Response 
Count
How environmentally conscious 
would you say you are?









8.2% (5) 4.9% (3) 61
 answered question 61
 skipped question 0
39 of 39
45. Please rate the following on a scale from one to ten, with 1 being no knowledge and 10 being SO MUCH KNOWLEDGE
 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
Response 
Count
How would you rate your knowledge 
of sustainable practices?












 answered question 61
 skipped question 0






 answered question 58




Page 2, Q7.  If yes, what do you typically use this outlet for and why? 
ex: convenience of location (because it isn't stuck behind my desk), items used most frequently, whatever I
happened to plug in it, etc.
1 I dont use the on/off switch Nov 7, 2011 7:00 PM
2 My alarm clock so it doesn't turn off. Nov 7, 2011 4:31 PM
3 Convenience of location Nov 6, 2011 6:57 PM
4 bedside light and clock Nov 6, 2011 4:30 PM
5 nothing—it's not near anything Nov 4, 2011 1:59 PM
6 whatever is closest Nov 4, 2011 11:29 AM
7 I use this one for items that are used most frequently, and that I don't want to
turn off (like my clock)
Nov 4, 2011 1:31 AM
8 I dont even know which one it is Nov 4, 2011 12:35 AM
9 Alarm clock, lamp. I use this because my alarm clock needs to stay powered,
and the outlet is behind my bed, so the placement is convenient.
Nov 3, 2011 11:01 PM
10 Convenience location. Nov 3, 2011 7:58 PM
11 whatever i happened to plug in it Nov 3, 2011 7:27 PM
12 my clock, because I like it having power all the time. also sometimes the
bedlamp, for convenience of location
Nov 3, 2011 7:20 PM
13 The same as all the other outlets Nov 3, 2011 5:56 PM
14 surge protector for electronics - for charging etc. Nov 3, 2011 5:05 PM
15 computer plug and phone charger. Convenient to have them always charging Nov 3, 2011 4:46 PM
16 Clock, computer, phone charger. Because of location and I want these items
alway on.
Nov 3, 2011 4:12 PM
17 Do not use it because of location Nov 3, 2011 3:38 PM
18 I don't use it, it's behind my bed. Nov 3, 2011 2:59 PM
19 Where my speakers and comp are plugged in thug. Nov 3, 2011 2:58 PM
20 convenience of location, whatever I happened to plug in Nov 3, 2011 2:45 PM
21 I use this outlet for my alarm clock and to charge my computer since I need
these things to always be on.
Nov 3, 2011 2:38 PM
22 Inconveniently located behind bed, used for alarm clock and floor lamp (things
that are more useful turned on all the time).
Nov 3, 2011 2:05 PM
23 It's the outlet closest to my desk, so I use it to charge my laptop and my alarm
clock.
Nov 3, 2011 2:03 PM
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Page 2, Q7.  If yes, what do you typically use this outlet for and why? 
ex: convenience of location (because it isn't stuck behind my desk), items used most frequently, whatever I
happened to plug in it, etc.
24 extension cord for access to it, it's behind my bed. Fan, cell phone charger, and
2 alarm clocks
Nov 3, 2011 2:02 PM
25 bedlamp Nov 3, 2011 1:55 PM
26 I plug almost everything into this outlet, especially things I always want powered,
such as alarm clock, computer, etc.
Nov 3, 2011 1:48 PM
27 bedside lamp (on/off switch outlet is the only accessible one for everything else) Nov 3, 2011 1:47 PM
28 My alarm clock because that needs to be plugged in 24/7 and my night stand
because I want to be able to turn that on at night when I have the outlet switch
on off.
Nov 3, 2011 1:42 PM
29 Everything, so I can keep the on/off switch off at all times and I don't have to
worry about it. Lamp, laptop charger, sound system.
Nov 3, 2011 1:24 PM
30 My clock/computer/speakers, so that I can use those things but have the rest of
the power off.
Nov 3, 2011 1:17 PM
31 use it for a phone charger because of convenience Nov 3, 2011 1:14 PM
32 To charge my phone and lamp. I mostly use it because it's conveniently located. Nov 3, 2011 1:13 PM
33 I never do. Nov 3, 2011 1:12 PM
34 Computer and computer monitor Nov 3, 2011 1:11 PM
35 christmas lights, things plugged into my power strip Nov 3, 2011 1:06 PM
36 I don't really do the on/off switch. Nov 3, 2011 1:00 PM
37 I have a power strip plugged into it, with my laptop, speakers and phone charger
plugged into it.
Nov 3, 2011 12:57 PM
38 Computer and clock so it doesn't turn off when the lights turn off. Nov 3, 2011 12:54 PM
39 for my computer plug (convenience of location next to my desk) and for my
phone charger (convenience of location next to my bed)
Nov 3, 2011 12:52 PM
40 Laptop, fishtank Nov 3, 2011 12:46 PM
41 Would you have 2 min to speak on the phone either today or tomorrow? Nov 3, 2011 12:42 PM
42 Laptop, speakers, phone charger Nov 3, 2011 12:41 PM
43 clock Nov 3, 2011 12:40 PM
44 Clock, so it doesn't reset every time I hit the switch. Nov 3, 2011 12:40 PM
45 whatever I happen to plug in (what's nearest) Nov 3, 2011 12:39 PM
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Page 2, Q7.  If yes, what do you typically use this outlet for and why? 
ex: convenience of location (because it isn't stuck behind my desk), items used most frequently, whatever I
happened to plug in it, etc.
46 Clock Nov 3, 2011 12:39 PM
47 I don't know if any of my outlets are connected to the on/off switch. I've never
noticed them to be that way.
Nov 3, 2011 12:39 PM
48 I use it for my alarm clock and phone charger Nov 3, 2011 12:39 PM
49 Computer and phone chargers - things I use the most Nov 3, 2011 12:13 PM
Page 2, Q8.  How often do you leave your on/off switch in the &quot;on&quot; position?
1 i usually just forget to turn it off, or forget to charge my computer until the
nighttime, then have to leave it on
Nov 6, 2011 4:30 PM
2 I rarely use those outlets. Nov 4, 2011 1:31 AM
3 Sometimes if I'm downloading a big file, I'll have to leave it on to keep my
computer running
Nov 3, 2011 11:01 PM
4 and sometimes I forget. Nov 3, 2011 7:20 PM
5 I turn it off when I leave my room, when I remember. Nov 3, 2011 2:59 PM
6 the outlet not connected to the on/off switch is inaccessible behind my bed Nov 3, 2011 1:55 PM
7 never Nov 3, 2011 1:24 PM
8 I only regularly turn it off if I know that I'm going to be away from my room for
more than a day.
Nov 3, 2011 1:15 PM
9 I have my clock plugged into an outlet powered by the switch. Nov 3, 2011 12:57 PM
10 my alarm clock is plugged into it because that's the most convenient place for it Nov 3, 2011 12:52 PM
11 never even thought about this, embarrasingly enough Nov 3, 2011 12:46 PM
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Page 2, Q9.  What do you typically have plugged in to the outlets that ARE connected to the on/off switch?
1 I dont know the difference since I dont use the on/off switch Nov 7, 2011 7:00 PM
2 Lights and a power strip. Nov 7, 2011 4:31 PM
3 Charger for phone, charger for computer, lamp Nov 7, 2011 11:29 AM
4 Everything. Nov 6, 2011 6:57 PM
5 powerstrip-phone charger, laptop charger Nov 6, 2011 4:30 PM
6 a lamp, my computer charger, speakers Nov 4, 2011 1:59 PM
7 i have no idea which outlet is connected to on/off.  there aren't enough outlets in
the new dorms anyways - had to run extension cords everywhere in our
rooms/the common room.
Nov 4, 2011 11:29 AM
8 Computer, speakers, lamp, phone charger Nov 4, 2011 10:22 AM
9 Everything: computer, cell phone charger, hair straightener, speakers, external
hard drive
Nov 4, 2011 8:42 AM
10 My computer charger, lamps, other power cords. Nov 4, 2011 1:31 AM
11 everything? Nov 4, 2011 12:35 AM
12 Computer, monitor, chargers, speakers Nov 3, 2011 11:01 PM
13 Computer, lamp, phone charger Nov 3, 2011 7:58 PM
14 clock Nov 3, 2011 7:27 PM
15 chargers Nov 3, 2011 7:20 PM
16 The same as the ones that aren't connected to it... Nov 3, 2011 5:56 PM
17 Surge protector, which holds my computer, lamps, clock, and pencil sharpener Nov 3, 2011 5:39 PM
18 Lamps and such Nov 3, 2011 5:05 PM
19 speakers, amplifier Nov 3, 2011 4:46 PM
20 Camera charger, computer charger Nov 3, 2011 4:12 PM
21 computer, speakers, laptop, lamp, alarm clock Nov 3, 2011 3:38 PM
22 everything (computer stuff, lamps, phone charger) Nov 3, 2011 2:59 PM
23 Lamp and fridge. Nov 3, 2011 2:58 PM
24 everything- I never shut off the on/off switch Nov 3, 2011 2:45 PM
25 I plug in my christmas lights and lamps. Also my hairdryer when I'm using it. So I
end up  always drying my hair with christmas lights on :)
Nov 3, 2011 2:38 PM
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Page 2, Q9.  What do you typically have plugged in to the outlets that ARE connected to the on/off switch?
26 computer charger; phone charger Nov 3, 2011 2:20 PM
27 Laptop, phone/ipod chargers, other misc. Nov 3, 2011 2:05 PM
28 Nothing Nov 3, 2011 2:03 PM
29 computer, speakers Nov 3, 2011 2:02 PM
30 everything except my bedlamp Nov 3, 2011 1:55 PM
31 printer Nov 3, 2011 1:48 PM
32 everything Nov 3, 2011 1:47 PM
33 Everything - lamps, computer, printer, speakers... Nov 3, 2011 1:42 PM
34 Nothing Nov 3, 2011 1:24 PM
35 My bedside lamp, my guitar amplifier, my phone charger. Nov 3, 2011 1:17 PM
36 Computer, Lamp, iHome Nov 3, 2011 1:14 PM
37 Lights, lamp, power strip (that I use to charge my computer). Nov 3, 2011 1:13 PM
38 Power cords. Nov 3, 2011 1:12 PM
39 Lights phone charger Nov 3, 2011 1:11 PM
40 computer charger, phone charger Nov 3, 2011 1:06 PM
41 everything Nov 3, 2011 1:00 PM
42 Alarm clock radio, lamp. Nov 3, 2011 12:57 PM
43 A light. Nov 3, 2011 12:54 PM
44 my alarm clark -it's the most convenient place for it Nov 3, 2011 12:52 PM
45 laptop but not always, lamp always, cell charger sometimes Nov 3, 2011 12:46 PM
46 Cellphone Nov 3, 2011 12:46 PM
47 Just my laptop and phone charger Nov 3, 2011 12:44 PM
48 everything, its the most convenient Nov 3, 2011 12:42 PM
49 everything else Nov 3, 2011 12:40 PM
50 Everything else. Nov 3, 2011 12:40 PM
51 everything Nov 3, 2011 12:39 PM
52 Hair dryer, phone charger, light Nov 3, 2011 12:39 PM
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Page 2, Q9.  What do you typically have plugged in to the outlets that ARE connected to the on/off switch?
53 I don't know, never checked Nov 3, 2011 12:39 PM
54 Computer plugs, lights, other things Nov 3, 2011 12:39 PM
55 lights, speakers Nov 3, 2011 12:13 PM
Page 2, Q10.  Before living in the new dorms, how frequently did you unplug outlets that were not being used?
1 only for long breaks Nov 4, 2011 11:29 AM
2 But I used a power strip so I didnt have to unplug Nov 3, 2011 1:11 PM
Page 2, Q11.  How do you think having an outlet control switch has changed your overall electricity consumption?
1 I wouldn't call it a great change, especially having a monitor and all, but it's
something.
Nov 3, 2011 11:01 PM
2 i do turn it off sometimes, when all my things are charged Nov 3, 2011 1:55 PM
3 I would say I use slightly less because it's an easy "all-off" option.  Even though I
would unplug things before, this way I can make sure to turn off everything.
Nov 3, 2011 1:15 PM
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Page 3, Q12.  How many windows are in your room?
1 1 Nov 9, 2011 3:16 PM
2 2 Nov 7, 2011 7:01 PM
3 2 Nov 7, 2011 4:32 PM
4 2 Nov 7, 2011 11:29 AM
5 3 Nov 6, 2011 6:57 PM
6 3 Nov 6, 2011 4:30 PM
7 4 Nov 4, 2011 2:00 PM
8 1 Nov 4, 2011 11:30 AM
9 1 Nov 4, 2011 10:23 AM
10 3 Nov 4, 2011 8:43 AM
11 1 Nov 4, 2011 1:33 AM
12 2 Nov 4, 2011 12:36 AM
13 1 Nov 3, 2011 11:02 PM
14 3 Nov 3, 2011 7:58 PM
15 2 Nov 3, 2011 7:32 PM
16 1 Nov 3, 2011 7:27 PM
17 4 Nov 3, 2011 7:20 PM
18 1 Nov 3, 2011 5:56 PM
19 1 Nov 3, 2011 5:40 PM
20 1 Nov 3, 2011 5:06 PM
21 2 Nov 3, 2011 4:46 PM
22 1 Nov 3, 2011 4:13 PM
23 2 Nov 3, 2011 3:38 PM
24 2 Nov 3, 2011 3:05 PM
25 2 Nov 3, 2011 3:00 PM
26 4 Nov 3, 2011 2:58 PM
27 2 Nov 3, 2011 2:45 PM
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Page 3, Q12.  How many windows are in your room?
28 4 Nov 3, 2011 2:38 PM
29 1 Nov 3, 2011 2:21 PM
30 1 Nov 3, 2011 2:06 PM
31 Two Nov 3, 2011 2:04 PM
32 2 Nov 3, 2011 2:03 PM
33 one Nov 3, 2011 1:56 PM
34 1 Nov 3, 2011 1:49 PM
35 2 Nov 3, 2011 1:47 PM
36 two Nov 3, 2011 1:43 PM
37 1 Nov 3, 2011 1:25 PM
38 3 Nov 3, 2011 1:17 PM
39 3 Nov 3, 2011 1:16 PM
40 3 Nov 3, 2011 1:15 PM
41 Four Nov 3, 2011 1:14 PM
42 5 Nov 3, 2011 1:13 PM
43 Four? Two panes that open, two that don't Nov 3, 2011 1:12 PM
44 1 Nov 3, 2011 1:07 PM
45 3 Nov 3, 2011 1:06 PM
46 1 Nov 3, 2011 1:01 PM
47 1 Nov 3, 2011 1:00 PM
48 4 Nov 3, 2011 12:57 PM
49 1 set Nov 3, 2011 12:53 PM
50 1 Nov 3, 2011 12:50 PM
51 4 Nov 3, 2011 12:48 PM
52 3 Nov 3, 2011 12:44 PM
53 2 Nov 3, 2011 12:43 PM
54 1 Nov 3, 2011 12:41 PM
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Page 3, Q12.  How many windows are in your room?
55 1 Nov 3, 2011 12:41 PM
56 1 Nov 3, 2011 12:41 PM
57 1 Nov 3, 2011 12:40 PM
58 2 Nov 3, 2011 12:40 PM
59 1 Nov 3, 2011 12:39 PM
60 3 Nov 3, 2011 12:39 PM
61 4 Nov 3, 2011 12:13 PM
Page 3, Q13.  What direction do your windows face?
1 a leetle one facing north Nov 4, 2011 2:00 PM
Page 3, Q14.  How often (during the day and when you are in your room) do you use your overhead light?
1 It's burnt out I think Nov 7, 2011 7:01 PM
2 My lightbulb burned out :( Nov 7, 2011 4:32 PM
3 only at night Nov 6, 2011 4:30 PM
4 i prefer my lamps Nov 4, 2011 11:30 AM
5 My east facing window gives me enough light in the early morning, but for the
rest of the day I need my overhead light on
Nov 3, 2011 1:49 PM
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Page 3, Q15.  When/if you do not use your overhead light is it because:
1 I am not in the room/I am asleep Nov 7, 2011 11:29 AM
2 it's broken Nov 4, 2011 2:00 PM
3 i hate overhead lighting Nov 4, 2011 11:30 AM
4 to save electricity when extra light is not really necessary Nov 3, 2011 1:25 PM
5 i like being in the dark Nov 3, 2011 12:53 PM
Page 3, Q16.  How does your use of artificial lighting this year compare to your use in past years at Pomona?
1 there is much more sunlight in my room this year Nov 6, 2011 4:30 PM
2 My room can be dark during the day, sometimes I have to use lights so it isn't
like a cave.
Nov 4, 2011 1:33 AM
3 I have absolutely no idea. Nov 3, 2011 7:20 PM
4 I used to have my own lamp, but this year I don't, so I only use the overhead
light
Nov 3, 2011 2:04 PM
5 My windows in Smiley provided daylight for more of the day, so I didn't need my
overhead lights as often
Nov 3, 2011 1:49 PM
6 this year my shades can be left open most of the time while retaining privacy Nov 3, 2011 1:25 PM
7 The 3 windows on my room make the need for artificial light during the day
almost nonexistent.
Nov 3, 2011 1:16 PM
8 my room is pretty dark Nov 3, 2011 12:53 PM
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Page 4, Q17.  What would you say best determines your use of your air conditioning?
1 I am unable to control my AC Nov 7, 2011 7:02 PM
2 automatically comes on when over 76 degrees - seems reasonable. i open
windows when it's nice out
Nov 4, 2011 11:33 AM
3 I don't control my AC Nov 4, 2011 3:03 AM
4 on when it is very hot in my room. Nov 3, 2011 7:21 PM
5 I only have it on when it is above 100 degrees outside Nov 3, 2011 3:40 PM
6 i leave it alone to whatever it is by default almost all the time Nov 3, 2011 2:05 PM
7 it's always "on," but only  turns on when the temp goes above 76, which is rare
now that the weather has gotten colder.
Nov 3, 2011 1:45 PM
8 Almost always on so far this year. Plan on turning it off when it gets colder. Nov 3, 2011 12:40 PM
Page 4, Q18.  Which of the following options would you say you do before turning on your air conditioning?
1 ac is on if the window is closed Nov 9, 2011 3:17 PM
2 don't need to close blinds b/c my window faces north and i never get direct
sunlight
Nov 4, 2011 11:33 AM
3 open windows if it's cooler outside than in... Nov 3, 2011 7:21 PM
4 my ac seems to be always on . . i haven't messed with the settings at all. Nov 3, 2011 1:27 PM
Page 4, Q19.  How often do you use your fan and AC together?
1 Again, AC is a mystery to me Nov 7, 2011 7:02 PM
2 my fan is just always on (lowest setting) - i never really turn it off Nov 4, 2011 11:33 AM
3 I turn on the fan before I turn on the AC. I don't turn it off if it's warm enough to
need the AC.
Nov 3, 2011 11:09 PM
Page 4, Q20.  What is the use of the AC in your common room?
1 I don't control AC Nov 4, 2011 3:03 AM
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Page 4, Q20.  What is the use of the AC in your common room?
2 I think it's left to default most of the time Nov 3, 2011 2:05 PM
Page 4, Q21.  If you have had AC in a Pomona dorm room in the past, how would you say your use this year
compares to past years?
1 I've never really noticed Nov 7, 2011 7:02 PM
2 Well, it wasn't working for a long time, and I'm really not sure how to use it still.
The buttons are confusing. And now that it's consistently working, it's cold
outside.
Nov 6, 2011 7:02 PM
3 I didn't get to control the AC in Mudd-Blaisdell, but I assume that it wasn't run
very conservatively.
Nov 3, 2011 11:09 PM
4 the AC is much worse than that in Blaisdell Nov 3, 2011 2:05 PM
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Page 4, Q22.  If your usage has changed, why do you think this is? (Addition of a fan, improved ventilation,
increased information on AC use, etc.)
1 I use it more because I keep my windows closed more (because I'm on the first
floor) and it automatically turns on.
Nov 7, 2011 4:33 PM
2 My room is constantly freezing now!  And it barely worked when it was hot out. Nov 7, 2011 11:30 AM
3 Less usage because it's broken. Nov 6, 2011 7:02 PM
4 I had AC sophomore year in Oldenborg but it was just central AC and one of my
suitemates would always turn it on when we didn't need it
Nov 6, 2011 4:32 PM
5 the fan is nice and works well Nov 4, 2011 2:02 PM
6 just doesn't seem to get as hot in the new dorm - better insulation? Nov 4, 2011 11:33 AM
7 Addition of fan and my room now just doesn't get as hot as my room in Mudd did Nov 4, 2011 10:25 AM
8 The addition of the fan has made a large difference, I don't feel like the air
conditioning is the only method of cooling I have.
Nov 4, 2011 1:36 AM
9 Again, I actually get to control the AC now. Having a fan is nice, too. Nov 3, 2011 11:09 PM
10 Controlling the air conditioning is much more difficult here than in other dorms.
In addition, if you can simply turn it off without the windows open, I don't know
how, but that would be useful.
Nov 3, 2011 8:00 PM
11 n/a Nov 3, 2011 7:28 PM
12 the fans here are much better than in Mudd-Blaisdell! Nov 3, 2011 7:21 PM
13 Fan Nov 3, 2011 4:14 PM
14 I find the ceiling fan sufficient for 90% of the time Nov 3, 2011 3:40 PM
15 fan + windows open Nov 3, 2011 3:06 PM
16 The fan really helps. Nov 3, 2011 2:39 PM
17 Addition of the fan, for sure. Nov 3, 2011 2:05 PM
18 I use AC less than in the past because the coolest setting is limited to 76
degrees.  When I lived in oldenborg, I kept the air conditioner on all the time so it
averaged ~68 in my room.
Nov 3, 2011 1:58 PM
19 I have no idea how to turn the AC off, so it seems to always be on. Nov 3, 2011 1:16 PM
20 In Blaisdell I couldn't control it so it was often on when it didn't need to be. It's
great to have it be personally controlled.
Nov 3, 2011 1:15 PM
21 Fan Nov 3, 2011 1:01 PM
22 Addition of a fan, though ventilation was better in my room last year (able to set
up a cross-breeze).
Nov 3, 2011 1:01 PM
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Page 4, Q22.  If your usage has changed, why do you think this is? (Addition of a fan, improved ventilation,
increased information on AC use, etc.)
23 Ceiling fan, better ventilation Nov 3, 2011 12:42 PM
24 Easier to adjust so that the AC is only running a little bit. Nov 3, 2011 12:42 PM
25 Addition of a fan! Nov 3, 2011 12:40 PM
26 fan, only goes to 76 (often it is already cooler than that), better windows Nov 3, 2011 12:15 PM
Page 5, Q23.  Have you read the placard on green living in your room?
1 Just read it now Nov 7, 2011 7:03 PM
2 Not sure I have one? Nov 3, 2011 1:02 PM
Page 5, Q24.  Do you remember what the placard in your room says? (No peeking)
1 Yes, because I just read it Nov 7, 2011 7:03 PM
Page 5, Q25.  If you read it AND remember what it says, have you taken the information into consideration when
making decisions on your energy use?
1 It's pretty much common sense Nov 7, 2011 7:03 PM
2 I knew most of it already. Having the power switch is really the only new thing. Nov 3, 2011 11:12 PM
Page 5, Q30.  Do you remember what the signs in the laundry room say?
1 Something like use a dryer rack Nov 7, 2011 7:03 PM
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Page 5, Q31.  If you read them AND remember what they say, have you taken the information into consideration
when making decisions on your energy use?
1 I do wash my clothes with colder water than before, but I end up using the dryer
a lot because I procrastinate on laundry and have to wash more than our drying
rack holds.
Nov 3, 2011 11:12 PM
2 I did these energy saving techniques prior to reading these cards. Nov 3, 2011 1:46 PM
3 I haven't read them because I don't think I've noticed them.  I do try to never use
hot water in the wash and to set the dryer on the shorter cycle.
Nov 3, 2011 1:19 PM
Page 6, Q32.  When doing laundry, which of the following did you do regularly prior to this year?
1 wearing clothes several times before wash Nov 3, 2011 2:13 PM
Page 6, Q33.  Which of the following do you do regularly this year?
1 can you even clean these lint screens? Nov 4, 2011 2:04 PM
2 hurt back.  carrying wet laundry up stairs is no longer possible. also, people
leave their clothing hung up for DAYS.
Nov 3, 2011 7:23 PM
3 I do not know how to run the machines with cold water in the new dorms Nov 3, 2011 3:42 PM
4 wearing clothes several times before wash Nov 3, 2011 2:13 PM
Page 6, Q34.  If your habits have changes, what would you say caused these changes?
1 Drying lines are available to everyone in the Sontag laundry room, so I hang my
clothes this year, unlike last year
Nov 4, 2011 3:06 AM




Page 7, Q36.  Do you make use of the dual-flush feature?
1 Honestly, the up flush is more than sufficient for anything Nov 6, 2011 4:34 PM
2 it doesn't work! Nov 3, 2011 7:29 PM
3 the up flush leaves toilet paper behind :( Nov 3, 2011 3:03 PM
4 Ours is supposed to be dual flush, but only the heavier flush is operational... I
would use it if I could
Nov 3, 2011 1:52 PM
5 for the number two flush, water comes out, so we only use option number one.  I
don't think there's a difference between the two.
Nov 3, 2011 1:47 PM
6 It doesn't seem to make an difference at all Nov 3, 2011 1:29 PM
7 Not sure if the sticker was put on correctly...it is upside down compared to most.
Unsure if I am using it correctly.
Nov 3, 2011 1:03 PM
8 Ours doesn't work Nov 3, 2011 12:46 PM
Page 8, Q38.  What do you use these spaces for?
1 Video games Nov 3, 2011 11:14 PM
2 Making popcorn every night when I'm high! Nov 3, 2011 2:07 PM
Page 8, Q39.  How often do you use the main common room and/or kitchen on the first floor?
1 it's the same on each floor for us in sontag Nov 3, 2011 2:00 PM
Page 8, Q40.  What do you commonly use this space for?
1 stored some food there once, used it for OA Nov 3, 2011 12:42 PM
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Appendix 2. Example layouts of suites in Pomona and Sontag Halls 
 
 
               
2.2. Four­person suite 
2.1. Six­person suite 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